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Apex Park Trailhead Project - 2013          

Goals for Apex Park Trailhead: 
The Apex Park Trailhead Project is focused on the lower trailhead area near Heritage Square. 
The goals are: 

 Improve grading to manage drainage and reduce erosion. 

 Formalize the trailhead to include construction of a permanent, flush restroom to 
replace the existing port-a-let; provide drinking water for people and pets; establish 
property boundaries and sense of arrival with signage and parking organization. 

 Collaborate with City of Golden to extend the Kinney Run Trail to the new restroom. 

 
Projects to take place:  
 Improve drainage through grading and 

erosion control 
 Replace temporary toilet with 

permanent flush restroom 
 Accessible parking 
 

 
 
 Park Information Kiosk 
 Drinking water for people and pets 
 Extend concrete Kinney Run Trail to 

the new restroom  
 Formalize Park entrance and parking 

boundary and remove light poles

  

  
  

 

 

 

 

FINAL PLAN RECOMMENDATION 
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Project Details: 
 Grading Project:  Grading will improve drainage, 
slow run off and effectively move water into Apex 
Gulch.    

 

 

  Restroom Construction:  With access to 
utilities and an agreement with Martin Marietta 
Materials for the sewer, the restroom will be fully 
functional and incorporate energy efficient and 
earth friendly materials.  

 
 

 
 Accessible Parking:  Immediately adjacent to the new restroom will be three (3) handicap accessible 
parking spaces delineated with curb and gutter.   

 
 Park Information Kiosk:  A new Park Information Kiosk will be 
constructed to provide a park map and general information about 
Apex Park and the Jefferson County Open Space system.   
 
 Drinking Water:  To provide drinking water for visitors to the 
park, a three unit fixture is being considered featuring a bottle 
filler, drinking fountain and pet bowl.   
 
 Kinney Run Trail Extension:  In an agreement with the City of 
Golden, an extension of the concrete Kinney Run Trail will be 
constructed by the County linking the restroom to the remainder of the park.   
The City of Golden will help manage and maintain the Kinney Run Trail.   
 
 Formalize Park entrance and parking boundary.   
Installation of a ranch gate cap and signage will create a 
sense of arrival.  Light poles will be removed within the 
trailhead parking area. 

 
Non-Native Species Removal:  Natural Resource 
Management Staff will remove some non-native 
Siberian elm trees in the construction area. 

 
Park Signage:  Directional signage will be installed along Highway 40, Heritage Road, and County 
Highway 93 to direct visitors to the park. 
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Community feedback: 
We asked neighbors and visitors to Apex Park for their input regarding a need or desire for some type of 
shelter and the preferred treatment of the parking lot boundary.  Please see Listening Log for detail. 
 
Shelter:  After reviewing community comments and hearing some support for a resting place, staff does 
not recommend construction of a shelter at this time.  Staff would like to monitor and evaluate need 
over time following completion of the other trailhead construction projects.     
 
Boundary Treatment:  After reviewing community comments, many visitors were not supportive of 
boulder use in creating the parking area delineation for reasons ranging from potential vehicle damage 

and obstruction of trailers and injury to stock.  A 
combination of vegetative swale and  two-dowel 
fencing , with vertical posts or carsonite signs are 
recommended to define parking edge. 
 
 
 
Vegetated swale with fence 
 
 

Interest Gauge: 
In order to gauge interest in a new concept for enriching the park experience, JCOS used this public 

input opportunity to ask about a possible amenity for park visitors of a Mountain Bike Skills Trail.   
Goal:  Provide novice riders with a location to learn basic trail riding skills, proper riding 

technique, trail etiquette and stewardship. 
Description:  A Mountain Bike Skills Trail would consist of a natural surface trail with 

features built into the surface to mimic obstacles and conditions a rider would likely encounter 
while riding in a JCOS Park.  These might include switchbacks, rock gardens, water bars, and 
balance logs in order to closely replicate the experience found on our trail system.  In cases 
where the experience can’t be replicated identically, such as a narrow trail with a drop off, logs 
set parallel along trail tread might be placed to mimic this trail condition.  Of comments 
collected: 

1. Is a Mountain Bike Skills Trail amenity of interest to you?    
2. Would you like JCOS to provide such an amenity?   
3.  If so, at what park or location would you like to see such a feature? 

 
In general, responses were positive toward the concept of a Bike Skills Trail at Apex Park during 
this public input period.  In order to thoroughly assess the community interest regarding a 
Mountain Bike Skills Trail within the JCOS System, additional public outreach is anticipated. 
 

Project Timeline: 
May 2013, construction begins.  Late 2013 or early 2014, expected completion.  Please observe and 
adhere to area closures and trail detours for your safety and the efficiency of the construction crews.   
County Road and Bridge and JCOS Park Construction crews will be working on the project.  


